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Abstract

Purpose of review. 
The present review discusses the evolution of the microcirculation from a theoretical idea to 

a clinical concept, as a result of the introduction of direct in-vivo observation techniques.

Recent findings. 
Technical proceedings in the acquisition and assessment of microcirculatory imaging are 

described, as well as the first report of in-vivo mitochondrial pO
2 
measurements. Experimental 

data on immune-tolerance, leukocyte dynamics, vascular permeability and regional 

hypoxia have contributed to unravel the complex origin of microcirculatory alterations. 

Several reports have highlighted the concept of heterogeneity of microcirculatory blood 

flow, observed within and between different microvascular beds. The previously reported 

prognostic value of microcirculatory alterations has now been expanded to the early phase 

of sepsis and in postoperative patients. Finally, a list of interventions in experimental and 

clinical settings is discussed with regard to their potency to influence microcirculatory 

changes in shock. 

Summary. 
Direct in-vivo observation of the microcirculation has enabled the construction of 

microcirculatory failure as a clinical concept in the critically ill. Aiming for pro-

microcirculatory recruitment strategies in order to improve outcome will be the challenge 

for the near future.

Keywords. 
Microcirculation, side-stream darkfield, sepsis, heterogeneity. 
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Introduction

The Platonistic idea of the microcirculation as a physiological compartment, in which 

life-conditional processes such as the exchange of gasses, nutrients and waste products 

take place, exists from the days of Harvey and Malpighi. In clinical practice however, 

the microcirculation remained a black box, which physiologic activities at best could be 

estimated from more easily accessible upstream and downstream circulatory parameters. 

This changed after the introduction of the Orthogonal Polarization Spectral (OPS) imaging 

technique, that enabled direct in-vivo observation of the microcirculation in clinical 

research [1]. Under different conditions, microcirculatory alterations could now be observed 

in critically ill patients [2,3] and the persistence of such alterations appeared to be predictive 

for morbidity and mortality, irrespective of systemic hemodynamics [4,5]. Furthermore, 

OPS-derived microcirculatory perfusion abnormalities could be linked to hypoxic metabolic 

responses and therapeutic interventions [6], thus providing a powerful tool to unravel the 

potential pathophysiological role of the microcirculation in shock. The present review will 

focus on recent proceedings in microcirculatory research as a clinical concept and discuss its 

potential influence in future management of the critically ill.  

Techniques and quantification of images
A high level of sensibility to potential methodological errors in the acquisition and 

assessment of microcirculatory images is of utmost importance, as touched upon in an 

animal study, comparing laser-Doppler and OPS to detect mesenteric hypoperfusion [7]. It 

was with this intention that a round table conference was held to discuss a whole array of 

practical and theoretical issues that need to be addressed adequately before conclusions can 

be drawn from OPS-derived data [8]. Among many topics avoidance of pressure-artefacts 

seemed paramount to all participants and recommendations were provided. Furthermore, 

drawbacks from semi-quantitative assessment of both parameters of convexity and diffusion 

were discussed. At that time, the ideal quantification of microcirculatory perfusion by a 

parameter, equal to the classically used functional capillary density, was still hampered 

by lack of reliable automated software analysis in combination with the need for further 

hardware development. Since then several developments seem to meet these drawbacks in 

partial. Side stream dark-field (SDF) has become the technical successor of OPS and is now 

validated against it [9]. It consists of a stroboscopic LED ring-based imaging modality, based 

upon the same physical principle as OPS: the absorption of green light by the hemoglobin 

content of red blood cells. Overall measurement of diameter demonstrated excellent 

correlation between the two techniques; at the same time SDF-imaging improved capillary 

sharpness and contrast in comparison to OPS, allowing better density measurements in 
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the most crucial part of the microcirculation. Secondly, a software package has become 

available, that enables automated measurement of functional microcirculatory geometry 

and velocity distributions [10]. Although still time-consuming, exact pixel-by-pixel density 

quantification and red blood cell velocity measurements by means of space-time diagrams 

have now come within reach. 

Apart from the aforementioned methodological limitations, practical applicability of semi-

quantitative microcirculatory blood flow assessment, expressed as microcirculatory flow 

index (MFI), was subject to two papers. Comparison in 149 paired samples in 11 ICU patients 

between real-time point-of-care assessment of MFI and conventional off-line analysis 

showed good agreement; sensitivity was 90% and specificity 91%for the detection of a MFI 

< 2.5 [11]. This ability to discriminate between normal and abnormal microcirculatory 

blood flow at the bedside has potential practical implications for future trials. Dubin and 

co-workers performed a comparative study in a sheep model of hemorrhagic shock [12]. Red 

blood cell velocity was measured continuously over a wide range during step-by-step blood 

flow reduction and appeared to correlate well with the semi-quantitative MFI. 

Over the last years there has been a debate about the causal role of the observed 

microcirculatory alterations; are they culprit or bystander? Apart from the idea that impaired 

microcirculatory blood flow is the primary event that leads to cellular dysfunction, there is 

also an adaptive theory, in which shut down of microcirculatory blood flow is explained as 

a result of reduced oxygen demand in mitochondrial dysfunction. Although this important 

issue is beyond the scope of this article, the development of a novel technology has the 

potential for a breakthrough in this respect [13]. Microcirculatory pO
2 

measurements 

have been performed with Pd-porphyrin phosphorescence quenching. This technique 

is based upon the principle that, once struck by light, the time-constant of the excited 

phosphorescence decay-curve of this exogenous compound, is pO
2 

dependent, allowing 

quantitative measurements of microcirculatory pO
2 
in-vivo in experimental models. Mik and 

co-workers extended this principle to measure mitochondrial pO
2 
using delayed fluorescence 

of mitochondrial endogenous protoporphyrin IX. They were the first to measure in this way 

in-vivo mitochondrial pO
2
 in rat liver, without affecting mitochondrial respiration[14]. 

Since the reported technology is scalable and relies on an endogenous compound, it has 

promising potential to link the field of microcirculatory and mitochondrial clinical research 

in circulatory failure.

Pathophysiology 
Sepsis is a syndrome that lacks strict definitions, based on specific aetiology. As a result, 

many insults may contribute to microcirculatory flow alterations, without the ability 

to discriminate between each cause-effect relation separately. One of the crucial factors 

seems to be timing. In a model of human endotoxemia, a single dose of LPS (2ng/kg) for 5 

consecutive days in healthy volunteers, provoked clinical signs of systemic inflammation, 

as well as a significant rise in cytokines on day one [15]. At the same time SDF-derived 
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microcirculatory blood flow decreased significantly after 2 hours, with a concomitant 

decrease of the recovery slope in near-infrared spectroscopy of forearm blood flow, after a 

standardized occlusion procedure. On day 5 however, clinical symptoms, cytokine response, 

microcirculatory alterations and vascular reactivity remained unaltered after LPS infusion, 

indicating that immune-tolerance may play an important aetiological role in differences of 

microcirculatory alterations over time. 

Increased vascular permeability may be another culprit in the development of 

microcirculatory alterations in sepsis. In an animal sepsis model Hollenberg and co-workers 

tested the hypothesis that abrogation of inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) would 

decrease leukocyte rolling, leukocyte adhesion and vascular permeability [16]. However, 

observations with fluorescence intravital microscopy revealed that neither genetic deletion, 

nor pharmacologic blockade of iNOS affected the sepsis-related aggravation of leukocyte 

rolling and adhesion, whereas iNOS inhibition attenuated microvascular permeability. 

The authors conclude that iNOS-induced vascular permeability during sepsis seems to be 

independent of its action on leukocytes.

The impact of local hypoxia on organ failure was studied in an experimental model of 

sepsis-induced acute renal failure [17]. LPS-induced reduction of renal blood flow was 

associated with a significant decrease in cortical microcirculatory pO
2 

and anuria, whereas 

the equivalent mechanical reduction in renal blood flow did not provoke a decrease in 

cortical microcirculatory pO2, with partial preservation of creatinin clearance, despite 

impaired global renal oxygen uptake capacity. An overview article places oxygen pathways’ 

alterations as a potential central player in the pathogenesis of acute kidney injury, with 

a pivotal role for nitric oxide [18]. Furthermore, persistent tissue hypoxia is believed to 

contribute to the development of chronic renal dysfunction following acute ischemic renal 

injury.

Heterogeneity
In distributive shock, such as in sepsis, the concept of microcirculatory weak units and 

heterogeneity of microcirculatory blood flow has been introduced [19]. The increase of 

the pO2 gap between microcirculatory and venous pO
2
 in sepsis, as opposed to other 

forms of shock, was hypothesized to be compatible with enhanced shunting as a result 

of an inhomogeneous blood flow distribution. Direct observation of the microcirculation 

with OPS-imaging confirmed the relationship between heterogeneity of microcirculatory 

blood flow and severity of sepsis, expressed as a stepwise increase in heterogeneity index 

for each cohort of severity of illness [5]. In several papers the idea of heterogeneity within 

and between various vascular compartments was tested. In human abdominal sepsis there 

was complete dispersion between OPS-derived sublingual and intestinal microcirculatory 

alterations on day one [20]. On day 3 however, microcirculatory blood flow almost normalized 

and demonstrated a movement towards the identity line in both vascular beds, underlining 

the time-dependency of microcirculatory alterations and heterogeneity in sepsis. The 
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same group investigated in sepsis the correlation between sublingual microcirculatory 

alterations and the central-to-toe temperature gradient, as an easily accessible parameter 

of combined peripheral and central circulation [21]. Again, a significant correlation could 

not be demonstrated, illustrating the specific role of the microcirculation in sepsis.

In an experimental model of endotoxic shock, blood flow diminished concomitantly in three 

microvascular beds (sublingual, intestinal mucosa and intestinal serosa) in combination 

with a rise in tonometry-derived pCO
2 
gap [22]. However, after fluid resuscitation, sublingual 

and serosal microvascular blood flow as well as the pCO
2 

gap restored to baseline, whereas 

mucosal blood flow and -pCO
2 

gap remained markedly altered in comparison to controls. 

Furthermore, intramucosal pCO
2 

gap was inversely related to the percentage of perfused 

villi, but not to global intestinal blood flow. These observations add to the understanding 

of the heterogeneous character of microcirculatory blood flow and its response to insults 

and therapy in sepsis. As a consequence, extrapolating data from observations in one 

microvascular bed to another should be done with great restraint, in general, but especially 

under heterogenic septic conditions.

Prognosis
Microcirculatory alterations have previously been demonstrated to contain independent 

prognostic value with respect to morbidity and mortality in sepsis [4,5]. This same 

prognostic value was tested within the specific setting of early goal-directed therapy 

for patients with sepsis, in a time-dependent manner [23]. After initial protocolized 

resuscitation, sequential organ failure assessment (SOFA) was performed in combination 

with sublingual SDF-imaging. A second set of SDF images was obtained within 3-6 hours 

after the first assessment whilst maintaining the same macrohemodynamic resuscitation 

endpoints. An a priori set decrease of SOFA score ≥ 2 (responders)between baseline and 24 

hours was associated with a small, but significant positive change in median MFI. In case of 

a decrease in SOFA score < 2 points (non-responders) after 24 hours, median change in MFI 

was negative. Although absolute difference in change of MFI over time between responders 

and non-responders were very small, it significantly discriminated in severity of multi-

organ failure. The conclusion of the authors, that these data support the hypothesis that 

targeting the microcirculation in addition to the macrocirculatory resuscitation endpoints, 

warrants further study.

The prognostic value of microcirculatory alterations has also been subject to investigation 

in the postoperative setting [24]. In a group of patients following major abdominal surgery, 

sublingual microvascular blood flow abnormalities were more frequent in patients who 

developed complications in comparison to a group without complications, resulting in a 

significant increase in hospital length of stay. The observed microvascular alterations were 

mild and transient within 8 hours after surgery; cutaneous laser-Doppler flowmetry at the 

abdominal wall could not discriminate between groups. 
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In sepsis, measurements of muscle tissue oxygenation by means of near-infrared spectroscopy 

were also investigated on its ability to predict outcome [25]. In three cohorts of severity 

of illness, altered recovery of tissue oxygenation
 
after a standardized ischemic occlusion 

period, occurred more frequently in sepsis patients as compared to hemodynamically stable 

ICU patients and healthy volunteers. Within the sepsis group the presence and persistence 

of this altered vascular reactivity after 24 and 48 hours, was associated with non-survival. 

Interventions
Over the last years the influence of many (therapeutic) interventions on microcirculatory 

alterations have become a topic of research. Many of these interventions are used in 

practical critical care on a routine bases. In an open label study the short –term infusion of 

propofol in otherwise healthy surgery patients was associated with a reversible reduction 

in sublingual perfused small vessel density [26]. Red blood cell transfusion in septic patients 

did not markedly alter overall sublingual microcirculatory perfusion [27]. In patients with 

a reduced capillary perfusion at baseline however, red blood cell transfusion was associated 

with improved microvascular perfusion. 

Recent reports have highlighted the topic of fluid resuscitation from the perspective of 

the microcirculation. Pottecher and co-workers demonstrated in septic patients a relation 

between systemic fluid responsiveness and the microcirculatory response [28]. In case of a 

respiratory variation in arterial pulse pressure above 13%, both passive leg-raising and fluid 

infusion increased the proportion of perfused sublingual vessels significantly. In addition to 

these observations, Luengo demonstrated, also in septic patients, a further improvement of 

sublingual microcirculatory blood flow, irrespective of systemic hemodynamics, including 

cardiac output [29]. At first glance these data may seem conflicting. However, from the 

perspective of the clinical concept of the microcirculation, these observations add to the 

understanding, that in sepsis intact systemic hemodynamics remain the first essential step 

to provide adequate microcirculatory perfusion. On top of that, microcirculatory perfusion 

may be impaired by local factors, due to the additional distributive nature of microcirculatory 

flow alterations. Ideally, future trials that focus on microcirculatory recruitment strategies 

should incorporate both perspectives.

In an experimental sepsis model the effect of the calcium sensitizer levosimendan on 

microcirculatory perfusion and oxygenation was tested [30]. Microvascular oxygenation, 

assessed by oxygen-dependent Pd-porphyrin phosphorescence quenching, improved 

significantly in comparison to fluid and/or norepinephrine resuscitation. Microcirculatory 

blood flow remained unaltered between groups, suggesting a mechanism for improvement 

of microcirculatory oxygenation, independent from microcirculatory perfusion. In an 

animal model of endotoxemia, iNOS blockade by low-dose dexamethason, in addition to 

fluid resuscitation, was reported to prevent the appearance of renal cortical microvascular 
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hypoxia [31]. In a pig-model of endotoxemia, the use of the nitric oxide donor SIN-1, added 

to fluid resuscitation, was associated with an increase in ileal serosal microvascular pO
2
 and 

a concomitant decrease in ileal-arterial pCO
2 

gap [32]. These data seemed to be conflicting 

with a previous report, in which an iNOS-inhibitor W1400 in the same animal model was 

also reported to blunt the otherwise progressive rise in ileal-arterial pCO
2 
gap [33]. However, 

this apparent contradiction is explained by a selective mucosal expression of iNOS. In case of 

iNOS inhibition preferential mucosal blood flow is redirected towards the serosa; if a nitric 

oxide donor is administered, the serosal microcirculation is enabled to open up as a result 

of an exogenous vasodilatory compound [34]. Direct observation of microcirculatory blood 

flow in serosa and mucosa, in combination with tonometry, helped to solve the puzzle.

Conclusions

As a result of the ability to observe microcirculatory blood flow with OPS or SDF-imaging, 

in a direct and clinically applicable manner, the concept of microcirculatory dysfunction in 

the evolvement from shock to multi-organ failure can now be tested. Many recent reports 

have added to the understanding of the heterogeneous character of microcirculatory blood 

flow in sepsis. Pathophysiological insults, as well as routinely used interventions in the 

management of critically ill patients, appear to be associated with a change in microvascular 

perfusion. Aiming for pro-microcirculatory recruitment strategies in order to improve 

outcome will be the challenge for the near future.
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